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Your dining experience is more than great food. It is a 

community experience centered on culinary expertise, 

fresh ingredients, healthy options, and a shared sense of

environmental and social responsibility. Join us to

experience the comfort, convenience, outstanding food,

and inviting atmosphere designed especially for you. 

Welcome



Mindful Update
We are committed to creating healthy environments for our guests. Central to this

effort is providing healthy, nutritious foods. We’ve listened to our customers. We’ve

researched marketplace trends.

Our executive chefs and registered dietitians work together to create an exciting

collection of recipes. The result is Mindful - an approach that focuses on

transparency of ingredients, delicious food, satisfying portions and clarity in

message so that making Mindful choices becomes second nature.

@Mindful by Sodexo



Local, Sustainable.
Local, Sustainable. We purchase locally whenever possible for the 

freshest ingredients in our recipes. We source 100%

sustainable seafood, eggs from cage-free chickens, ethically and responsibly

sourced coffee, and fresh milk from local dairy farms.



Dining on Campus

Griffin Dining Food Court: Located in the 
Student Center and featuring a wide 
variety of fresh food designed to satisfy 
everyone's appetite with food choice to 
rival your favorite restaurants: Fresh-
baked Pizza, Customized Salads and Subs, 
a Grill with daily specials and our ever 
popular "Food Truck" with weekly menus.

Java Market: We offer Peet's Espresso 
drinks, Simply To Go sandwiches, salads, 
parfaits and a variety of other snacks and 
beverages for folks on the go.



Experiences Matter

The student dining experience matters to us which

is why all of our teams go through an award-

winning training twice a year to ensure that the

experiences that students have with us go above

and beyond. Our team is excited to see you and

have you dine with us.
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(619) 644-7681

Suzanne.place@sodexo.com


